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Nomenclature

b = wingspan, m
c = wing root chord, m
Re = Reynolds number
S = wing area, m2

S1 = dimensionless distance between vortex filaments and
centerline

S2 = dimensionless distance between vortex filaments and
wing surface

t = wing thickness, cm
U∞ = freestream velocity, m/s
α = angle of attack, deg
Λ = wing leading-edge sweep angle, deg
ϕ1 = angle of vortex filaments relative to centerline, deg
ϕ2 = angle of vortex filaments relative to wing surface, deg
ω = vorticity, /s

I. Introduction

D ELTA wings are generally classified as slender or nonslender,

depending on whether they have a sweep angle Λ larger than

55 deg (slender) or less than 55 deg (nonslender) [1]. During the past

decades, delta wings have found important applications in maneu-

vering combat aircraft and supersonic aircraft. In early investigations,

research was focused on the slender delta wing [1,2], whereas the

nonslender delta wing was not widely studied [3] because maneu-

vering combat aircraft or supersonic aircraft wings were generally

designed with large sweep to reduce supersonic wave drag [4]. The

flow structure around slender delta wings is characterized by the

leading-edge separation and the formation of a leading-edge vortex

pair by the curved shear layer [5]. Although a similar leading-edge

vortex structure is observed around nonslender delta wings, the flow

evolution differs substantially from that around slender delta wings.

First, the suction-side crossflow structure is sensitive to the Reyn-
olds number for nonslender wings. Lower sweep angles result in a
primary vortex formation that is closer to the wing surface, and
consequently a stronger interaction occurs between the primary
vortex and the wing surface [6]. For example, the dual-vortex struc-
ture, which is a unique characteristic of the nonslender delta wing
[7] formed due to the splitting of the primary vortex (of each side)
into two separate regions of same-sign vorticity, can be observed at
specific attack angles and Reynolds numbers.
The second main difference is the vortex breakdown onset inci-

dence. The vortices undergo an expansion, and the axial flow down-
stream becomes wakelike with low velocities at a sufficiently large
attack angle [8]. For a nonslender delta wing, vortex breakdown
occurs at relatively small angles of attack [1]. The location of vortex
breakdown approaches the apex of thewingwith an increasing attack
angle. Many researchers have focused on vortex breakdown, such as
Ol and Gharib [3] and Wang et al. [7]. To observe vortex break-
down, nonslender delta wings at small incidences are widely studied,
whereas the flow around nonslender delta wings with high attack
angles has been studied relatively less. With more and more high-
aspect-ratio wing applications on unmanned combat aerial vehicles
and micro air vehicles, however, the nonslender delta-wing configu-
rations at high angles of attack have raisedmore interest. As reviewed
by Gursul et al. [1,8], the separated shear layers become dominant at
high angles of attack, but less work has been done to study the flow
unsteadiness in this scenario.
Another difference is the flow reattachment mechanism, reviewed

by Gursul et al. [8]. For slender delta wings, a higher sweep angle
leads to a lower reattachment attack angle; and the occurrence of
vortex breakdown accelerates the stall. Conversely, vortex break-
down does not prevent flow reattachment on nonslender delta wings,
and the flow reattachment is possible even if the breakdown position
reaches the apex.According to the classical theory applied inRef. [9],
the vortex lift becomes a smaller contributor at a lower sweep angle
and the onset of vortex breakdown is less strongly correlated with a
drop in lift [8]. Comparedwith vortex breakdown, the physics of how
the overall flow structure varies with angle of attack (e.g., flow
separation and reattachment) dominate the flight dynamics and flow
control strategies of nonslender delta wings, especially at high angles
of attack.
Previous studies have investigated many aspects of flow over a

nonslender delta wing, such as fin buffeting [10,11], the effects of the
angle of attack and Reynolds number [12,13], the effect of the
thickness-to-chord ratio [14], the effect of geometry of the leading
edge [6,15–18], or even the flow around a nonslender reverse delta
wing [19,20]. Explicit flow structures around nonslender delta wings
in aforementioned scenarios have been extracted, but the character-
istics of three-dimensional flow structures at high angles of attack
have been less reported. The present study investigates flow structure
and behavior for a nonslender delta-wing platform at different angles
of attack under steady translation. Particularly, an overall transition of
flow pattern from low to high attack angles and characteristics of
separated flow (e.g., spanwise transportation and unsteadiness) at a
high angle of attack are studied, which are less seen in literature and
would be helpful for further investigations of nonslender delta wings
at high angles of attack.

II. Experiment Setup

The experiment was conducted in a free-surface water tunnel with
a rectangular test section 0.6 m wide, 0.6 m deep, and 2.44 m long
located at the Syracuse Center of Excellence, which is a New York
State Center of Excellence for Environmental and Energy Systems.
The freestream velocity of U∞ � 0.20 m∕s was selected to achieve
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Reynolds numbers of 20,000 based on the delta-wing centerline
chord length c. The tested delta wing was a flat triangular plate with
chord of c � 0.1 m, span of b � 0.2 m, thickness of t � 0.1 cm,
and 45 deg sweep.
To visualize the flowfield, two pco.edge 5.5 scientific comple-

mentary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) cameras with resolu-
tions of 2560 × 2160 pixels were mounted at both sides of the water
tunnel. The cameras were aligned in an angular displacement stereo-
scopic particle image velocimetry (PIV) arrangement to measure all
three velocity components. A New Wave Gemini 200-15 neodym-
ium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet (Nd-YAG) pulsed laser was
used to illuminate the flow in a plane (see Fig. 1). The PIV system
was stationary, and the wing model was translated in the streamwise
direction between data collection runs using a DANTEC Dynamics
one-dimensional traverse for accurate spacing between PIV planes.
In this way, multiple individual PIV data planes were obtained, as
shown in the schematic of Fig. 1. The stereoscopic PIV datasets
were acquired at attack angles from0 to 40 deg in increments of 5 deg.
The flow visualization was accomplished with 51 planes of stereo-
scopic PIV acquired in the cross-stream plane with streamwise
spacing of 3 mm (0.03c). The collection of PIV data and image
processing in each plane were conducted with PIVTEC PIV VIEW
v3.6 software. The processing was carried out with a multigrid
algorithm with a final interrogation window size of 48 × 48 pixels
with 67% overlap in the horizontal and vertical directions. Particle
image diameters were calculated to be approximately 1.5 pixels.
According to Monte Carlo simulations [21], the approximate root
mean square (RMS) random error of cross correlation is 0.01 pixels,
resulting in a RMS error around 0.5% of the freestream velocity. The
uncertainty propagated to vorticity is expected to be 1.6% of the
maximum/minimum value of the vorticity color-map range in the
following figures. All presented PIV datasets are the time-averaged

results from a recording frequency of 10 Hz with 100 instantaneous
velocity fields acquired for each averaged dataset with convergence
ensured. The field-averaged turbulence intensity for a nominal free-
stream velocity of U∞ � 0.20 m∕s was below 2%. Linear data
interpolation was done to double the resolution in the x direction.
The resulting spatial resolution in the x, y, and z directions was 1.5 ×
1.6 × 1.6 mm (0.015c × 0.016c × 0.016c). Note that the data near
the wing surface were filtered out and that the gap distance was
approximately 1.5 mm (0.015c). All length components in the coor-
dinate system are nondimensionalized by the midspan chord length c
and all velocity components are nondimensionalized by the free-
stream velocity U∞.

III. Results

For a low angle of attack (e.g., α < 20 deg), flow visualization
results show that the structure over the wing includes a pair of
counter-rotating coherent structures formed from the apex of the
wing, which agrees with the classical model of flow over a sharp
leading-edge delta wing, as shown in Ref. [8]. The α � 10 deg case
(Fig. 2) is chosen to present the flow characteristics for this low attack
angle range. Three-dimensional (3-D) streamlines (black curves) are
initiated uniformly along the leading edge of the flat plate delta wing,
and they are evolved through these time-averaged velocity fields.
Streamline structures representing the pair of spanwise counter-
rotating vortices form spiral shapes that persist downstream of the
trailing edge.
To obtain further time-averaged flow structure details, individ-

ual cross-stream planes of data are shown on separate halves of the
flat-plate delta wing, as shown in Fig. 2. The flowfield is approx-
imately symmetric across the wing centerline, but any small-scale
discrepancies would be due to using the local data from each half

Fig. 1 Schematic of the test section and stereoscopic PIV setup.

Fig. 2 Flow structure at α � 10 deg.
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(and not mirroring one-half of the data). Figure 2a shows axial
velocity superimposed with in-plane velocity vectors on the left
half and axial vorticity on the right. The Q criterion and the RMS
of the velocity magnitude, normalized by the freestream U∞,
are shown on the left and right sides in Fig. 2b, respectively. These
planes are located at x∕c� � 0.3, 0.6, and 0.9 for each angle
of attack. Here, c� � c ⋅ cos�α�, which represents the projection
of the chord on the streamwise axis. All cross-section planes
are vertical in the laboratory frame. The leading-edge vortices
(LEVs) are evident in the spiral 3-D streamlines and whirling in-
plane velocity vectors. The LEVs appear close to the wing surface,
which is different from the slender delta-wing scenario [8]. Thus, a
strong interaction between the LEV and the wing surface is
expected [6]. The dimensionless axial velocity presents an observ-
able flow deficit region at x∕c� � 0.9 (left in Fig. 2a), indicating
the onset of vortex breakdown upstream. This is also captured by
faded Q-criterion contours in the vortex core area at x∕c� � 0.9,
whereas regions with high Q-criterion magnitudes can be
observed in x∕c� � 0.3 and x∕c� � 0.6 (left side in Fig. 2b).
Combining axial velocity and spiral streamlines that are reattached
inboard, it is clear to see that the flow is not separated near the
centerline. Dimensionless streamwise, or axial, vorticity contours
are shown on the right side in Fig. 2a. Axial vorticity contours with
high magnitudes are located in shear layers and in the vicinity of
the vortex core. The RMS of the velocity magnitude is shown on
the right side in Fig. 2b. Relatively high RMS magnitudes appear
near the wing surface due to the data collection noise at the inter-
face of the fluid and the wing surface. As pointed out in Ref. [22],
the RMS is an indication of the flow unsteadiness; when
α � 10 deg, the temporal fluctuation level is relatively low in
the x∕c� � 0.3 and x∕c� � 0.6 planes and the flow is considered
steady. The RMS increases in the x∕c� � 0.9 plane, which may be
caused by oscillations of vortex breakdown or some low-ampli-
tude vortex wandering. Large-scale vortex wandering over the
suction surface was not observed in instantaneous frames.
At a moderate attack angle (α � 20 deg), 3-D streamlines are

trapped in recirculation zones near the wing, as shown in Fig. 3.
Compared to lower attack angle cases, in which LEVs form with a
nearly conical shape [15], the flow structure slightly deviates further
from this pattern at α � 20 deg. The dimensionless axial velocity
(left side in Fig. 3a) exhibits a wakelike profile in all stream-oriented

cross-section planes, and one can even observe x-direction reverse
velocity (dark red to black contours) in the x∕c� � 0.9 plane.
Therefore, vortex breakdown is expected to occur near the wing
apex. Although vortex breakdown occurs over the wing, reattach-
ment of the flow is still possible near the centerline. Clear large
primary vortex core areas are still detected by vorticity contours at
α � 20 deg, but the axial vorticitymagnitude (right side in Fig. 3a)
is reduced as compared to α � 10 deg (Fig. 2a), which may be due
to the vortex breakdown onset. The flow transition from the low to
moderate attack angle is similar to nonslender delta-wing obser-
vations in Refs. [3,23]. TheQ-criterion magnitude is also reduced
at α � 20 deg (Fig. 3b, left). Relatively high-magnitude contours
exist in vortex core areas in x∕c� � 0.3 and 0.6 planes, but they
vanish in vortex core areas in the x∕c� � 0.9 plane. On the right
side in Fig. 3b, high-velocity magnitude RMS contours outline
the shear layer, which indicates more unsteadiness is introduced
into the leading-edge shear layer. The vortex core area also ex-
hibits a relatively high RMS distribution as well as an axial
velocity deficit, which implies unsteadiness in the core due to
vortex breakdown.
At a high angle of attack of α � 30 deg, 3-D streamlines initiating

from the leading-edge travel straight back and beyond the trailing
edge, not forming any conical shape. The spanwise effects discussed
later will further confirm that the suction-side flow structure gradu-
ally loses traits of the conical pattern with an increasing α. The low-
speed regions (red contours in Fig. 4a, left) have expanded, and here
have totally merged together at the wing centerline. Flow reattach-
ment to the wing surface is clearly not observed at α � 30 deg. The
corresponding force measurement (see Ref. [24]) shows that the lift
coefficient reaches its maximum value at α � 20 deg and decreases
at α � 25 deg, which indicates the stall before α � 25 deg. On the
right side of Fig. 4a, the vorticity contours show that the flow deviates
further from a conical shape and lacks any coherent circular vortex
structure. Consequently, a weakened vortical flow results in a low-
magnitude Q criterion in the vortex core area, as shown on the left
side in Fig. 4b. It is worth mentioning that this loss of the conical
shape at a high angle of attack was also observed at high Reynolds
numbers [24,25]. At α � 30 deg, the RMS (right half of Fig. 4b) is
high in the leading-edge shear layer due to the shear-layer instability
(e.g., instantaneous vortex structures shown in Ref. [26]). Compared
with the α � 20 deg case, a “hollow” RMS distribution is observed,

Fig. 3 Flow structure at α � 20 deg.

Fig. 4 Flow structure at α � 30 deg.
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which implies a lifting up of the shear layer and a relatively still
recirculation zone.
Descriptive parameters to identify the LEV core location are

shown in the schematic in Fig. 5. S1 is the dimensionless average
distance of the two vortex centers in the same chordwise plane from
themidspan, and S2 is the average distance of the vortex centers from
the wing surface. Vortex centers are detected by using Γ1 [27] in
multiple streamwise planes. The square searching domain for the Γ1

calculation has a side length of 0.128 c. The potential vector shift
caused by the velocity uncertainty is small, and it is expected to have
minor influence on the Γ1 calculation. Meanwhile, ϕ1 represents the
angle between the vortex filament’s projection on the wing surface
and the centerline of the wing, and ϕ2 represents the angle between
thevortex filament and thewing surface. They are calculated from the
slopes of linear curve fits of S1 and S2, which are shown in Figs. 6a

Fig. 5 Vortex core distance and angle schematic.
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Fig. 6 Calculation of vortex filament angles and circulation estimation in the range of α � 5 to 25 deg.
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and 6b. Note that the horizontal axis is denoted asX∕c, whereX is the

distance along the chord to thewing apex, as shown in Fig. 5. BothS1
and S2 increase mostly linearly with distance downstream, indicated

by how the LEV lines are nearly straight upstreamof the trailing edge.

No large-scale vortex reorientation is observed. Linear curve fits

(equations are in the legends of Figs. 6a and 6b) to S1 initiate close

to the coordinate origin, except in the α � 20 deg and α � 25 deg
cases. In other words, this verifies the classic delta-wing model that

vortex filaments initiate at the apex of the wing, at least at low angles

of attack. In Fig. 6b, the S2 for low angles of attack (α � 5 to 15 deg)
slightly deviate from the apex at their origin, which may be due to the

inaccuracy of velocity measurements close to the wing surface. For

the moderate attack angles (α � 20 and 25 deg), a relatively large

deviation of the origin from the apex is more clearly reflecting actual

flow physics that, at a moderate angle of attack, the vortex filament

may not initiate from the wing apex but somewhere above it.
Despite some expected inaccuracy in the constants of the curve fits,

their slopes do exhibit a pattern as the angle of attack increases: the

slope of S1 decreases from 0.61 to 0.41, whereas the slope of S2
increases from 0.03 to 0.13. In general, the leading-edge vortex

filament pair lift off the wing surface and approach each other, and

they are more aligned with the streamwise velocity at higher angles of

attack, as seen in Fig. 6c. It should be noted thatϕ2 is still only 6–7 deg

at α � 20 deg, which suggests a relatively strong interaction between
the leading-edge vortex and the nonslender delta-wing surface at small

and moderate attack angles. However, if the attack angle is further

increased, the interactionwill be interrupted as the LEVdeparts farther

from the wing surface, which is indicated by the much larger S2 at

α � 25 deg.When the attack angle is relatively small, the reduction of

ϕ1 with increasingα is restrained,which is similar to the observation in

Ref. [13]. However, an obvious decrease of ϕ1 can be observed with a

higher attack angle (i.e., α > 15 deg). The decrease of ϕ1 with αmay

induce mutual vorticity cancellation of axial vorticity of the counter-

rotating leading-edge vortex pair. The leading-edge vortex pair has a

lower axial vorticity magnitude when approaching the midspan. As a

supplement, Fig. 6d shows an estimation of circulation, which clearly

Fig. 7 Span-oriented flow structure exhibition.
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indicates a peak in circulation atα � 15 deg and theweakening of the
LEVat higher angles of attack. In turn, theweakening of the LEV leads
to a reduced downward mutually induced velocity, which may be the
reason the LEV pair lifts up (i.e., increased ϕ2) with a higher attack
angle. The interaction between the LEVs and the wing surface is
therefore weaker. Secondary structures are expected less, and a “dead
zone” sits on the suction side. The position of the LEV pair is inferred
to be a balance among itself, the shear layer, and the freestream. The
weakening and lifting up of the LEVs imply the loss of the conical
pattern and the reduction of spanwise effects.
When comparing with other published results, the circulation of

the LEVs of the current 45 deg nonslender delta wing is similar to the
circulation of a 50 deg deltawing observed inRef. [3]. Specifically, at
α � 15 deg, they are approximately half that of slender delta wings
with sweep angles of 65 and 70 deg [3,28]. As α increases, the LEVs
are even weaker than those of slender delta wings because the LEVs
of the latter are stronger and break down at higher angles of attack.
Although one may not be able to infer a relationship of LEV circu-
lation to the delta-wing aspect ratio, these results do highlight the
qualitative and quantitative differences between properties of the
flow around slender and nonslender delta wings.
Terms from the vorticity transportation equation that are relevant to

its spanwise convection were calculated from the PIV velocity. These
include the streamwise vorticity spanwise convection (w�∂ωx∕∂z�)
and the spanwisevorticity spanwiseconvection (w�∂ωz∕∂z�). InFig. 7,
these are presented alongwith spanwisevelocityw forα � 10, 20, and
30 deg at span-oriented planes z∕c � 0.2 and 0.55. Strong spanwise
velocitiesw at α � 10 and 20 deg are observed as strong blue and red
contours, and they are expected as part of the vortex-induced velocity
patterns associated with the LEV. Compared with the α � 20 deg
case, large-magnitude regions are much closer to the wing surface at
α � 10 deg, which is consistent with Fig. 2, in that the LEV coherent
structure is observed closer to the wing surface at a lower α. The white
region between the blue and red layers highlights the weak spanwise
velocity component in/near the vortex core. At α � 30 deg, however,
blue and red contours depart from thewing surface and become faded.
This indicates the weakening of the spanwise flow associated with the
weakening LEVs.
Strong convection of streamwise (w�∂ωx∕∂z�) and spanwise

(w�∂ωz∕∂z�) vorticities is observed in the shear layer at low angles
of attack but decays when α > 20 deg. From the LEV filament
placement and angle at different α, as shown in Fig. 6, we expect the
two LEVs to approach each other and diminish at higher α. It is then
expected that the spanwise transportation/convection should
decrease with the higher attack angle. More specifically, the flow
structure would not be dominated by a pair of strong LEVs, and
therefore would behave as a two-dimensional (2-D) fully separated
flow instead of the classical delta-wing model. It is important to
note that w�∂ωz∕∂z� still maintains a relatively high magnitude
near the leading edge, even at α � 30 deg. Considering the reduced
spanwise velocity component at α � 30 deg, the regions of strong
w�∂ωz∕∂z� are due to a relatively strong �∂ωz∕∂z�. Assuming
fully 2-D flow at a large angle of attack may therefore vastly
underestimate this spanwise gradient, especially near the lead-
ing edge.

IV. Conclusions

This study presents time-averaged flow structure around a 45 deg
swept nonslender delta wing from low to high angles of attack, and
several observations can be drawn. LEVs approach each other and
depart from the wing as the attack angle increases, which is more
noticeable at high attack angles. Such a phenomenon is inferred to be
relevant to the weakening of LEV strength. Additionally, leading-
edge shear instabilities contribute the majority of the unsteadiness to
the suction side, and the spanwise variation is less obvious at a higher
angle of attack. Briefly, the LEVs are weakened, as well as the
spanwise effects, and lift away from the wing surface at a higher α.
Therefore, instead of being characterized by a pair of strong counter-
rotating LEVs depicted in the classical model, the flow at a suffi-
ciently high angle of attack is dominated by separation and is similar

to the fully separated flow around a 2-D panel wing to some extent.
Even so, spanwise gradients remain relatively large near the leading
edge, and they should not be neglected.
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